
Real Talk With Kietta Sits Down With Dwayne Wade Ex-Wife Siohvaughn Wade For A 

Tell All Interview 

The exclusive interview discusses NBA star Dwayne "Mr. Fist" Wade's battles with child 

custody, divorce and his “alleged” true violent nature. 

Orlando, FL (September 12
th

, 2012)- Real Talk With Kietta host Kietta Mayweather-Gamble 

finds out the dirt on the divorce, child custody battles and alleged true violent nature of famed 

NBA star Dwayne “Mr. Fist” Wade . RTWK interview with Siohvaughn Wade along with other 

viable sources provide information that D. Wade allegedly is working hard at denying the mother 

of his children visitation and using his creditability to prevent the court from making proper 

judgment. 

 

Siohvaughn’s silence has been broken, trusting syndicated talk show RTWK with never heard or 

seen before proof that D. Wade’s public attempt at being a good father is just for show. In an 

interview with Oprah and The View, he pretends that the custody issues are settled and all parties 

are satisfied.  The court appointed forensic psychiatrist recommended that Siohvaughn Wade 

retain sole custody of their children. Talk show host Kietta Mayweather-Gamble thoroughly 

investigates the case and finds loop holes, lies and disappointments on behalf of Siohvaughn 

Wade. 

 

Siohvaughn speaks her thoughts of Gabrielle Union and reveals true reason she filed a lawsuit 

against her. Check out the promo video at: http://youtu.be/l3wpWK2T31I 

 

This epic interview is sure to set the record straight regarding Dwayne “Mr. Fist” Wade and the 

custody battle with his ex-wife. The interview will air exclusively on: 

http://www.realtalkwithkietta.tv           

  

About RTWK:                                                                                                                       
 “Real Talk with Kietta” focuses on real life situations offering candid yet sincere solutions by 

outspoken host Kietta.  The show’s target market audience consists mainly of women ages 18-

54.  It’s an appealing alternative to current programming as Kietta interacts closely with her 

guests and viewers personally relating to the topics discussed.  
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